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About This Game

Control a high-speed bullet train (going 1000 kmph) across a dangerous rail network consisting of crazy loopings, corkscrews,
high altitude, huge drops and such. Work as an 5d3b920ae0
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This trash isnt worth $3 let alone 10 , the speed and distance scale in this game is profoundly unbalanced, multiplayer doesn't
work, this game has the quality of a Roblox game and yet still stutters (not often) even on Overkill machines. I'm not sure I
understand it; probably just not my thing. This is truly somthing special, i dont dig train games much but this feels more like
audio surf and fzero with realtime track building and its just wonderfully interesting and original.. had absolutely zero fun at all.
First time launching it all i saw was pinkess. No reply in bug section so i tried everything i could think of. Ended up being steam
overlay. Disabled that, Got my first playthrough. This game is having an identity crisis at best. is it a road fixing sim or a get
bounty on head for doing nothing at all sim. Literally everything kills you, all roads/tracks whatever they are, are messed up.
You lose all wagons just by travelling from one side of the poorly constructed map to the other. Again only buy this if you feel
like torturing someone. Personally id use it as a method of torture for children. Not sure if ill be getting a refund or not. TL:DR:
Not fun. Buggy. Death sim.. Bought this today after seeing Colonel Failure's video earlier this week. From my play so far it
looks to be really interesting and different. I'd recommend the game based on it being different to other games out there. At the
moment I'd like to see more work done on improving the build system, it can be difficult at times to rejoin onto existing track. I
also would like to see more resolution options as 1900x1080 seems to be the upper limit.. It's an extremely annoying game to
deal with, I tried to repair the roads, but they refused to connect to each other. And getting around is extremely stressful and
annoying to deal with. I never plan to play this game again.
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